#JusticeDone
Operational outcomes* in 2021

**SCALE OF THE CHALLENGE**
Prosecutors from across the EU turned to Eurojust for support in cross-border criminal investigations involving:

- **85 714** suspects
- **1 773** cases involving organised crime groups
- **€15.3 bn** in damages
- **96 981** victims of crime

**PRACTICAL SUPPORT**

**EUROJUST**

- **517** European Arrest Warrant cases
- **4 319** cases with European Investigation Orders
- **254** joint investigation teams
- **3 312** Mutual Legal Assistance cases

**EFFECTIVE USE OF JUDICIAL COOPERATION TOOLS**

- **10 105** cases
- **1 928** rapid responses to judicial cooperation requests
- **1 419** large-scale operations

**Operational outcomes**

- **3 329** suspects arrested and/or surrendered
- **1 401** agreements on where to prosecute a suspect
- **2 270** witnesses

**Criminal justice across borders**

- **€2.8 billion** in criminal assets seized/frozen
- **€7 billion** worth of drugs seized
- **54 159 kg** cocaine
- **798 535 kg** synthetic drugs
- **305 473 kg** cannabis
- **7 762 kg** heroin

*The figures reflected in this diagram are based on cases that were both newly registered in 2021 and ongoing from previous years.*